Viewing Turnitin Reports in Sakai Assignments

If your instructor has allowed you to view Turnitin reports for your assignment you can view the report and any Grademark comments associated with the report via your Sakai assignment.

To view the Turnitin report associated with your Sakai assignment do the following:

1. In your course, click on **Assignments** in the course menu. If your instructor has hidden the Assignments tool, locate your assignment in the tool to which it is linked, e.g., Lessons.

2. Click on the assignment link.

3. The submitted assignment will open and you will see a link to your Turnitin report as well as your submitted assignment file.
4. When you click on View Report, Turnitin will open. Accept the User Agreement to open your report.

5. Your Turnitin report will open. Passages which are matches to existing sources are highlighted and the source for each match shows in the right hand side of the screen. The percentage of the document matching existing sources appears in the upper right hand corner.
6. Click on the **Grademark** tab to view instructor feedback in the report. **Note:** not all instructors use Grademark for feedback. Check with your instructor if you are not sure where feedback has been provided.